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Abstract—Multi-hop wireless networks are essential for com-
munication infrastructure. Efficient routing techniques are very
important for enhancing multi-hop wireless communication sys-
tem. Most of the recent routing protocols are designed for two
dimensional space, in real life scenario some nodes may be in
3D space. Dead-end is a critical issue in wireless networks when
routing packets in a large geographical area. In this paper we
have proposed dead end free 3D distributed routing protocol
for multi-hop wireless networks based on minimum angle. Here
we have presented the dead end router management technique
for the 3D minimum angle routing protocol (3DMA). Through
extensive simulation we have shown how dead end management is
done and calculated the end to end throughput, delay and energy
consumption for each user.

Keywords—Multi-Hop, Dead End, Routing, Throughput, Three-
dimension, Protocol

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-hop wireless network is very essential in modern
communication infrastructure. It has been experiencing mod-
ernization which guarantees momentous impact on humanity.
In practice multi-hop wireless networks modeled by Wireless
Sensor Networks[16], Mobile Ad-hoc Networks, Wireless Mesh
Networks and Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks[5] without any in-
frastructure [1]. Communication happens through radio range,
two nodes U and V can communicate with each other if they are
within transmission range of each other [4]. The longer distance
communication, outside of transmission range, is done through
one or more intermediate nodes used as a relay/forwarder
towards the destination, this concept is called multi-hop wireless
networks. Wireless networks consists of large number of nodes
spread over geographic area, it is very important to design
routing and scheduling techniques which is efficient dead end
free and provide best path to reach destination with, maximum
throughput and less delay.

Most of the recently proposed routing protocols are designed
for 2D spaces. These protocols are not applicable in real life 3D
scenario like air or space, underwater etc [2]. 3D embedding
gives more accurate network behavior in real world applications
[8] like forest fire monitoring [15][3], under water or ocean
monitoring [17][11][7], atmosphere oe air [18] etc. From our
study so far, we have found very less number of efficient
three dimensional routing protocols have been proposed, may be
because of designing of a 3D routing protocols are surprisingly

more difficult than designing 2D routing protocols. Thats why
we are motivated to develop efficient routing and scheduling
techniques for challenging three dimensional environments.

In this paper we have presented a dead end free 3D routing
protocol for multi-hop wireless networks based on minimum
angle. Afruza et al.[4] proposed a 3D routing and scheduling
techniques for multi-hop wireless networks based on minimum
angle (3DMA), there is a problem of dead end in routing path.
Here we have mainly focused on dead end router management
techniques for 3DMA routing protocol. 3DMA is a distributed
routing protocol, in which the sender node selects next hop
forwarder for sending data packets to the destination, from the
set of neighbors, within its transmission range which makes
minimum angle with the reference line drawn from sender to
destination and it repeats the same procedure until it gets the
destination, if there is a path and if there is no path to forward
packets to the destination i.e. a dead end problem is encountered
at the first minimum angled neighbor then it will remove this
minimum angled node from the selected path list and will select
the second minimum angled neighbor as intermediate node
in the path list, and will proceed with the minimum angled
selection procedure of 3DMA to forward the packet to the
destination, if there is path. And if it encounters the dead end
again then it will remove the second minimum angled node
from the path list selecting the third minimum angled neighbor
if any and will try to proceed as before, and if again it faces the
dead end situation then it will remove this third angled node
too from the path list, looking for a minimum distance node
from the rest of the neighbors if any. If there is no neighbor left
or again dead end is encountered, then it will backtrack to the
previously selected intermediate node removing this minimum
distance node from the path list. From this intermediate node
same procedure will be followed up until it gets the final path
from the sender to destination.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is the related
works, section III is the methodology, section IV is the analysis
of results and finally section V is the conclusion and future
works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Now a days research in three dimensional routing in multi-
hop wireless networks is gaining popularity because many
applications such as underwater monitoring, forest fire detection,
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air space or atmosphere monitoring, etc. need three dimensional
routing for gathering information. In [14] Wang et.al proposed
an efficient sub minimal ellipsoid geographical greedy face
routing protocol (EGE3D). In this protocol when a neighbor
node of the sender is set to one point in the ellipse, a vertical
ellipse region is uniquely shaped. Ellipse zone is constructed
from one neighbor node by this sender node and determines
that this neighbor on the ellipse will keep the second least
angle (sub minimal) to the line from source to destination, the
packets are forwarded greedily until a local minimal is obtained
inside the sub minimal ellipse. Here to avoid void node problem
(VNP) they have used face algorithm. How to construct a 3D
wireless sensor networks, how to achieve low connectivity and
full coverages by using less number of sensors using wireless
sensor networks, this problem is studied by Zhang et al.[19].
The authors designed a set of patterns that achieve the full
coverage and K connectivities where k <= 4. They have
proved the optimality of 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-connectivity and full-
coverage, among regular lattice deployment patterns and proved
their optimality under any value of the ratio of communication
range (rc) over sensing range (rs). They have compared with
14-connectivity and observed when rc/rs = 1 the number
needed to achieve 14-connectivity is around 2.5 times that the
number needed to achieve 3- or 4- connectivity and 3.5 times
that the number needed to to achieve 1- or 2- connectivity.
The number difference increases as the ratio rc/rs decreases.
They also have investigated the evolutions among all the pro-
posed low-connectivity patterns In [8] the authors presented the
design philosophy and basic principle like neighbor selection
rules, routing hole bypass approaches and classifications of 3D
geographic routing (3DGR) protocols and categorized current
research work based on different criteria. They compared 3DGR
from a variety of perspective and applications like, guaran-
teed delivery, path quality, reactive, distributed, complexity and
communication overhead. They also have discussed various
issues of 3DGR routing protocols like, limitations of networks
model, lack of multidimensional geographic routing, lack of
security in geographic routing protocols. Rubeaai et al. [2]
have proposed a three-dimensional real-time routing protocol
(3DRTGP) for wireless sensor networks. This protocol achieves
real-time routing operations using adaptive packet forwarding
region (PFR) and selecting fast forwarding nodes in the PFR.
The PFR technique limits the number of nodes forwarding
towards destination. They have given a heuristic solutions
for void node problem in 3D wireless sensor networks. The
3DRTGP gives tuning techniques to make the protocol meet
the delay and miss ratio requirements of applications. Shah and
Kim[13] studied and discussed the various issues related to 3D
wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks, mainly they have studied
3D underwater sensor networks (UWWSN) 3D airborne ad-
hoc networks (AANET’s). Design requirements and challenges
in 3D, AANET’s and UWWSN are discussed throughly. They
also have highlighted the various research issues in 3D wireless
ad-hoc and sensor networks. Fariborz Entezami and Christos
Politis[6] have proposed a novel, real-time, position based and
energy efficient routing protocol 3DPBARP, for WSNs based
on spanning tree method. They have used greedy forwarding
approach when looking for a path to the destination. The
protocol uses unique restricted parent forwarding regions (PFR),

that reduces the range of radio frequency to cover minimum
number of nodes, only the parent nodes. It reduces the number
of forwarding nodes as a result it improve in traffic and packet
collision. They have used rainbow mechanism to avoid dead end
routes. In [12] the authors proposed joint routing, scheduling
and power control in multi-hop wireless network using linear
relation between link capacity and interference noise ratio.

In [10] and [9] Hussain et al. have presented a simple
two dimensional routing and scheduling technique for multi-
hop wireless networks based on minimum angle and minimum
angle intermediate node for 2D spaces. In [4] Afruza et al. have
implemented 3DMA distributed routing protocol for 3D spaces,
here when nodes are distributed randomly in the network, the
3DMA protocol [4] suffers from dead end router problem. From
the literature survey so far, it is observed that the dead end router
problem is a major issue in wireless networks and it is hardly
addressed by the existing works. So we are motivated to find a
solution to this dead end router problem. In this work we have
implemented the 3DMA[4] with dead end router management
technique for 3D spaces, in which it tries to find a path in all
possible ways.

III. 3DMA PROTOCOL DESIGN

Consider a set of n wireless nodes is distributed in a 3D
plane {X,Y,Z}. Each node knows the location of its own,
location of neighbors, location of destination and all other nodes
in the networks through GPS or some other centralize location
management techniques. All the nodes in the networks have the
transmission range R. Two wireless nodes U(ux, uy, uz) and
V (vx, vy, vz) can communicate with each other if Euclidean
distance between U and V satisfies the following equation-1

‖UV ‖ <= R (1)

Where R is the radio transmission range, and ‖UV ‖ is the
Euclidean distance between U and V and it is defined by the
following equation-2

‖UV ‖ =
√
(ux − vx)2 + (uy − vy)2 + (uz − vz)2 (2)

When the nodes of wireless networks are spread uniformly
over large geographic area, dead end is a serious issue. Dead end
means, when a sender is sending packets to destination, in the
middle of the path there the situation may arise that no further
nodes are there to forward packets to the destination. Therefore
a good routing techniques is very much important so that the
packets can be sent managing this dead end routing situation
from source to destination through intermediate nodes. Afruza
et al.[4] proposed a noble 3D routing and scheduling techniques
3DMA for multi-hop wireless networks. There it is considered
that in the network the nodes are uniformly distributed in a 3D
plane. But in real life scenarios nodes may not be distributed
uniformly so dead end scenario may arise. Here we have added
the dead end router management techniques to the 3DMA
protocol[4].

In 3DMA routing protocol first a reference line is drawn
from sender to destination. For Sender S(sx, sy, sz) and Desti-
nation D(dx, dy, dz), equation of line drawing from S to D is
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given by the following equation-3
#  »
PQ ← (sx − dx, sy − dy, sz − dz) (3)

Where
#  »
PQ is the straight line in a 3D space, sx, sy, sz and

dx, dy, dz are the positional coordinates of sender S and desti-
nation D respectively.
Then the sender selects the intermediate/relay node from the set
of neighbors of the sender which makes minimum angle with
reference line drawn from sender to destination. Repeats this
process until it gets the destination if there is no dead end in
the path. Angle θ made by a node N from list of neighbor nodes,
with the reference line drawn from sender S to destination D
is calculated by the equation-4 given bellow

θ = cos−1
[ #  »

SN · #  »
SD

‖ #  »
SN‖‖ #  »

SD‖
]

(4)

Where (
#  »
SN · #  »

SD) is the dot product of
#  »
SN and

#  »
SD, ‖ #  »

SN‖
and ‖ #  »

SD‖ is the euclidean vector norms.

Fig. 1. Dead end Problem

Repeat the same procedure till its reaches to the destination.
If any dead end is encountered in the path, as shown in figure-1
in 3DMA routing protocol [4]. Here sender node is denoted by
S and destination is denoted by D. A reference line is drawn
from S to D. a1,a2, a3 and a4 is the neighbor of S. Assume
that a3 makes minimum angle with reference line

#    »

SD, so a3
is selected as a intermediate node towards destination D and a
reference line is drawn from this selected IM a3 to D. b1, b2 and
b3 are the neighbors of a3, it is assumed that from the neighbor
list of a3, b2 makes minimum angle with the reference line

#     »

a3D,
b2 added as a IM in the selected path list and a reference line
is drawn from b2 to D. In the same way c1 is selected as a IM
and added to the path list from the neighbor list of b2.

A. Dead End Management Technique of 3DMA

Now suppose the situation arises as shown in figure-1 that
there is no node within the transmission range of c1 to forward
packets to the destination D, i.e encounters a dead end, then
to avoid dead end and to find some others alternate route
following steps are followed:

1. It will remove the last selected node from the path list
and will select the second minimum angle node if any in the

neighbor set of sender (b2) as an intermediate/relay node to
forward packets to the next step towards destination. Suppose
c2 forms second minimum angle from the neighbor list of
immediate sender b2, so c2 will be selected as IM and will
be added to the path list for forwarding towards destination D
as shown in figure 2 and will follow the 3DMA IM selection
procedure to forward packets towards destination if there is path.

Fig. 2. Selection of second minimum angle node from neighbor list

If it encounters a dead end again from second minimum
angle node (c2) then it will go to step-2

2. It will remove the last selected node from the path list, and
will select the third minimum angle node and will add it to the
path list, from neighbor list of sender (b2) if any and go ahead
towards destination following 3DMA IM selection procedure if
there is path, if there is no path i.e. dead end, then removing this
last node from the path list, it will select the minimum distance
node, if any and will add to the path list as shown in figure-4,
and will proceed towards destination with 3DMA IM selection
procedure. Assume c3 is the 3rd minimum angle and c4 is the
minimum distance node of b2 as shown in figure-3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Selection of third minimum angle node from neighbor list

If there is no path from c3 or from c4 to forward towards
destination then it will go to step-3.

3. Removing this c3 or c4 from the path list it will backtrack
to the previous selected IM in the selected path list, and will
apply the step-1 (selection of 2nd minimum angle) and 2 (
selection 3dr minimum angle and minimum distance node) as
shown in figure-5, to go ahead towards destination. If no path is
found this backtracking process will repeat as shown in figure-
6 until it reaches the original source node (S) and will select
the minimum distance node from the original source node S
as a intermediate node and repeat the 3DMA route selection
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Fig. 4. Selection of minimum distance node among all neighbors

procedure and the dead end router management technique till it
reaches to the destination.

Fig. 5. Back to previous IM in the selected routing path.

Fig. 6. Back to the original sender noder node.

The dead end management technique described above in
point 1 (selection of 2nd minimum angle) and 2 (selection 3dr
minimum angle and minimum distance node) will not execute
if there is single neighbor of the sender (b2), in this case only
the step-3 will be executed to backtrack to previous IM in the
selected path list. In figure-7 we have shown the simulation
output of 3DMA routing protocol using dead end management
technique for one user. From sender it goes through node
a1 and a2 as an IM to forward packets towards destination
(base station), but at a2 it encounters dead end so it will
backtrack (shown by black cursor), and it finds a new path to
the destination.

Fig. 7. Route for one user in a 3D plane by 3DMA routing protocol
using the dean end management technique

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance of the proposed routing techniques is evaluated
by calculating End to End Throughput and Energy Consumption
of each route from source to destination through simulation in
Matlab Platform. For simulation purpose we have considered
networks of 70 to 200 node distributed randomly in a 3D plane
{X,Y, Z}. Each node has a transmission rang of 18 m. All the
nodes scatter in the network can be source or destination, we
have considered some of them as sender (User) node and one of
them as a destination (Base Station). We have considered each
node in the network knows the location of itself and others nodes
in the network through GPS or some other location management
techniques. Simulation perimeter which are considered common
for all nodes are tabulated in table in table-I.

TABLE I: Network simulation parameters

Network parameter Value
Data packet size 1 MB
Network Area 50m× 60m× 50m
Number of nodes 80 to 150
Range of node 18 m
Eelec 50nJ/bit

Eamp 100pJ/bit/m2

Number of Sender 6

We have assumed that each node have burst profiles with
modulation and coding rates to obtain different data rates with
different transmission distances.
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Fig. 8. Route constructed by dead end free 3DMA routing protocol
for First Network

TABLE II: Performance Analysis of first Network shown in
figure-7

Sender ETH
(Mbps)

No. of IM Time(Sec) Energy
(Joule)

Sender1 0.7500 10 1.3333 1.53×1028

Sender2 0.9167 8 1.0909 1.06×1028

Sender3 0.7500 10 1.3333 1.63×1028

Sender4 1.1786 6 0.8485 1.11×1028

Sender5 1.6500 4 0.6061 0.53×1028

Sender6 1.3750 5 0.7273 0.90×1028

Fig. 9. Route constructed by dead end free 3DMA routing protocol
for First Network

TABLE III: Performance Analysis of first Network shown in
figure-8

Sender ETH
(Mbps)

No. of IM Time(Sec) Energy
(Joule)

Sender1 1.0313 5 0.9697 1.54×1028

Sender2 0.5156 13 1.9394 2.22×1028

Sender3 2.0625 3 0.4848 0.56×1028

Sender4 1.1786 6 0.8485 1.03×1028

Sender5 0.5789 6 1.7273 3.89×1028

Sender6 1.6500 4 0.6061 0.47×1028

Figure 7 and figure 8 shows the selected routing path from
sender (user) to destination (Base Station) considering each
network has 6 sender (user) and one destination (base station).
In the network-1 as shown in figure-8, we have considered
the destination (base station) at the upper right edge and 6
sender is situated in all the other edge and the center of
the network, in network-2, we have considered Base station
(destination) is in the center and users are situated in all the
edges of the network. The performances of dead end free
3DMA protocol are tabulated in Table-II and table-III, i.e. end
to end throughput, number of intermediate nodes (IM), times
needed to travel and energy consumption in routing path for
each sender to reach the destination. The table-II and table-
III show that throughput increases with the decreases of travel
time and number of intermediate hops in the routing path.
When throughput increases it decreases the energy consumption
for sending data packets. From figure-7 and 8, the simulation
output results we can see that, implementing the dead end router
management technique to the 3DMA [4], it finds a path from
sender to destination in almost all possible ways in a network
where the nodes of the network are distributed randomly. It
may took long path, more intermediate nodes but it will find
path somehow with the dead end management techniques.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a dead end router manage-
ment techniques for our earlier implemented three dimensional
routing protocol 3DMA[4]. Through simulation, the perfor-
mance evaluation is done by calculating end to end throughput
and energy consumption. This protocol resolves the dead end
router problem of multi-hop wireless networks for 3D space.
This dead end free 3DMA may chose long route when it
encounters a dead end but finds a path to reach the destination
by trying all possible ways in case of nonuniform 3D networks.
In the current version of this protocol, one user can send at a
time to the destination. we are working on developing efficient
scheduling techniques so that more than one user can send
at a time without interference, considering nodes mobility of
wireless network and will compare the performance of our
routing and scheduling techniques with others existing 3D
routing and scheduling techniques.
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